
The continued commitment of Hemingway M.B. Lee Middle School & 
Hemingway High School is deeply rooted in a sustained effort to reach every 
student and to address their academic and social needs. Social and emotional 
learning is learning about life and how to function as a member of society and 
become a productive citizen as detailed in The Life and Career Characteristics 
outlined by The South Carolina State Department of Education. The guidance 
and school-based counselors at Hemingway M.B. Lee Middle School & 
Hemingway High School, Mrs. Celestine McIntosh and Mrs. Sharon Dukes, are 
dedicated professionals who strive to meet the unique needs of all students, 
virtual and face-to-face learners. They have developed and will be sharing 
“Character Education Words of the Month” to focus on refining core skills like 
self-awareness, self-management, responsible decision making, relationship 
skills, and social awareness. When students lack these skills, they become 
disconnected, disaffected, and potentially despondent. Learning, establishing, 
and maintaining healthy relationships, SEL can guide the community building 
process with all students; regardless of their mode for education during The 
COVID-19 Pandemic. Because of this, SEL should be woven into the daily culture 
of education.  
  

 

 

 

 

Confident means feeling sure of your abilities in a realistic secure way, not 

in an arrogant or conceited way. It is your quiet, inner knowledge that you are 

capable of doing what you have set your mind to do.  Being confident will enable 

you to handle setbacks with ease. Instead of being crippled by failure, confident 

people will get up quickly, learn from their mistakes, and try again. Self- 

confidence will help you to accept failure as a part of life and take more chances as 

a result which enables you to be more successful later in life. You can learn to 

become more confident by speaking in class and asking for help when you need it. 

 

The Character Education Word 

for The Month of December 

2020 is “Confident.” 


